How can Compleo Suite help you?
Compleo Suite’s modules help facilitate and manage ERP-generated documents. Create reports,
make design changes, and share the results through a unique link instead of an attachment.
With multilingual text translation, versioning views, and network integration, your company can
stay competitive while effortlessly reaching out to clients and partners. Put your official stamp on
everything from invoices to proposals and take control of your document distribution process.

Innovative Document Solutions
Deliver highly personalized customer communications directly from your CRM or ERP
Track document distribution and gain insight from document activities
Share business documents via on-premise or cloud repository data
Use DocuSign to create digital signatures for PDFs
Integrate with third party solutions such as AWS, Sharepoint, and Dropbox
Save time and avoid unnecessary duplication

Stephen Scott, Your Back Office LLC
Like most businesses our needs do change over time. We strive to become leaner and yet provide a higher
level of service. Compleo has helped by allowing us to reduce our dependence on printed reports and
postage (becoming leaner) and by delivering invoices and delivery tickets more quickly (service).

Our Compleo Suite Modules

About Symtrax
Symtrax is a global organization helping companies to extract, assemble, enhance and deliver
information that is siloed in ERP, CRM, DMS and other back end systems. Symtrax products are
built on the Microsoft platform, making them easy to use and integrate into your business. Since
1989, we’ve focused on helping our clients stay up to date with the latest technology.
Symtrax has been an IBM Business Partner since March 1990. We are a
member of the PartnerWorld Industry Network and support the community by
sponsoring and speaking at IBM Common events. Symtrax has also received
the IBM Server Proven certification for Output Management and Business
Intelligence Solutions.
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